



Fragments and Totalizing Narratives

It has been said that narrative is an inherently totalizing form, that the beginning – middle – end structure and teleological drive represents logocentrism, phallic oppression, or bourgeois views of the world, depending on critical persuasion (Argyros, 659-661). Therefore, it would seem interesting and significant to see how linear narratives can be disrupted and challenged, even within an aesthetic form often thought to be similarly bourgeois – the narrative film. One place where this happens quite a bit, is in time travel films, where the narrative sequence is necessarily placed in a non-linear order. Not all time travel films can be considered fragmentary in nature, but it does seem as if the genre opens up questions of narrative logic.
One of the problems with time travel films, is the fact that time paradoxes inevitably creep in and make the narrative unstable. For the most part, blockbuster films tend to overlook and suppress these paradoxes, hand-waving the plot holes when they occur, in favor of a coherent and unified narrative, recognizably the same as all other plot-driven Hollywood films. It is not that there are no blockbuster time travel films; there are many, such as the Back to the Future series and The Terminator series, both of which have plenty of time paradoxes, but rather than explore these paradoxes, they are either mined for humor (Great Scott!) or simply passed over in silence.
There are, however, some films where these paradoxes serve as the main focus, where questions of narrative and causality are brought to the fore and become the main topic of the film. Chris Marker's La Jetee - known perhaps mostly as the inspiration for Terry Gilliam's Twelve Monkeys - and Shane Carruth's Primer are examples of these more experimental approaches to the narrativization of time travel.
What I propose to investigate in this paper is how these narratives are produced and how they are understood by the spectator. Since the causality of these films is quite different from standard linear narrative, and since there is a certain unstable causality - especially in Primer - the spectator is challenged to make sense of these narratives in new and different ways, to construct coherence without the standard cues of beginning, middle and end.
La Jetee is significant in this connection, mainly as the precursor to Primer and I will read it as a way of opening up Primer. La Jetee can be viewed as snapshot fragments of a lost time - lost to a totalizing narrative of the apocalypse. More so, it is also a narrative caught in a strange loop of the future already having occurred - the protagonist having already dreamt his own future, and desperately trying to escape its inevitable end.
I argue that this is a form of totalizing narrative - that both characters and spectators are trapped within the narrative construction of plot, and that there is no real way out of this. La Jetee itself does not represent a totalizing narrative, but rather an attempt at showing how teleological history will not end with some form of emancipation, but that this form of logic will end disastrously. As Mark Rose points out, many time travel films attempt to humanize time, to inject time with meaning, one that often ends up with apocalyptic visions (Rose, 99). La Jetee, even if one wishes to dispute its science fiction status, certainly envisions time as apocalyptic. The device it uses, is to foreground the constructed nature of the film text, to show the narrative end before it happens, exhausting any suspense that might otherwise exist.
In this way, it is a typical example of metafiction, recognizing the characters as characters, the plot as constructed and the spectators as caught up in this fictional trap. In such a perspective, the opposition to a totalizing, teleological narrative is clear, and one which is a firmly established part of the metafictional canon and view of narrative.
There are many other aspects of La Jeteé which inscribes it into a metafictional tradition, such as the fact that the film is made up almost entirely of still frames, moving only at emotionally heightened moments.
La Jetee’s response reveals the future to be apocalyptic. Linear narrative is the doom of XX/the protagonist, it is the inescapable end but the end is not just the end of the story, but the end of the protagonist’s life. The end was in clear view the whole time, and nothing could change this fact. The narrative is thus constructed as apocalyptic in itself – the very fact that it becomes predictable makes it apocalyptic. The film’s response is to resist the narrative film format, by breaking as many conventions as possible.
Movement, itself inherently narrative, is thus suspended and challenged; still, movement sneaks in as the only aesthetic device capable of visualizing the love story which lies at the core. Love itself, of course, carries the narrative form already. In this way, it is hardly surprising that the film – although deeply experimental – must yield to the narrative form in the end, and use it in order to express the emotional investment of the characters.
Not so with Primer. Although it has similar concerns of problematizing narrative, it carries no love story, but revolves around a far less stellar human motivation: greed. The premise of the film is simple: two scientists stumble by chance on the mechanics of creating a time machine. Rather than share their invention with their friends and colleagues, they keep the time machine hidden, and slowly begin using it to succeed at the stock market.
No moralizing here, the story ends when one of the two scientists becomes greedier than the other, and travels further back in time, changing events to trap the other one in a time trap, so to speak. Unlike La Jeteé, Primer is a narrative film and uses a relatively standard structure of a thriller film. The tension rises steadily throughout the film, conflicts occur and the film’s climax comes at the end. What makes the film different, is the way that it destabilizes its own narrative in the process, and how the final time travel event that we see, not only springs the trap on the one scientist, but also completely disrupts the narrative.
Here we should probably note that Primer at least to some extent shares a certain degree of familiarity with the surprising narrative twist films which emerged during the late 1990s and early 2000s, with films such as The Sixth Sense, Memento, The Machinist, Secret Window and several others. Common to all these films, is the fact that the last scenes reveal much of the film to have been radically different from what we spectators have seen. However, in these films, the common factor has simply been the use of an unreliable narrator, an unusual move for Hollywood films, but hardly an unknown device. As is so often the case with Hollywood, one successful film can start off an entire cycle of film that are not necessarily similar, but use the same popular narrative device.
In the case of Primer, however, we do not have a single viewpoint narration, but rather a narration which retards significant information, and makes it impossible for us to construct a coherent, linear sequence of events. The time travel device is what allows this form of narrative to take place – it creates a proper motivational space, and forces the spectators to accept that events can be dislocated from their proper sequence. In this way, the film’s challenge to narrative coherence runs deeper than any twist-narrative and even destabilizes the narrative more than the metafictional devices of La Jeteé.
Primer was made on a very low budget and as a result, there are no actual special effects: even the time travel is done mainly through simple visual overlaps. The time machine itself is also just a bare room, nothing magnificent as in Wells’ The Time Machine and its various cinematic renditions.
As in most time travel narratives, we experience a spatialization of time – time becomes a place to move around in, rather than something we simply move through. Time is thus separated from ourselves and externalized through the device of the time machine. This spatialization cooperates with the impossibility of ordering the film’s narrative mode; we are constantly left without the possibility of ordering the narrative sequence into a linear whole which makes sense.
Scenes that are revisited change their status, causality is removed and made incoherent and the formation of story is disrupted by the fragmentation of the text. Scenes blur together because they are so reminiscent of each other that they are hard to distinguish. When temporal logic has been suspended, it no longer makes sense to pose the question which events took place first and which events caused later events. Paradoxically, later events are the cause for earlier and the narrative slowly collapses under its own weight.
The narrative is slowly destabilized in the way focalization is is made unstable. The film begins with a telephone call, urging the listener to pay attention. Presumably the entire film is narrated by this caller, who turns out to be Aaron the scientist who is cheated in the end. However, this version of Aaron cannot be same as the one at the end of the film. The two scientists slowly split into many different versions of themselves, and just as scenes lose their ontological status, so do the characters we are presented with, as we never know which version we are dealing with.
Scenes, characters and the narrative itself becomes fragmented in this way, and we are left in an unclear position, where the story constantly flickers and we as spectators are left only with the option of choosing one version of the story, while fully aware that we can never be sure that this the actual version of what happened. Primer in many ways acts against this conception of trying to figure out “what really happened” and so also represents a metafictional response to narrative construction.
The difference with Primer when compared to La Jetee, is the way the response is shaped. La Jetee’s reaction against totalizing narratives, was an apocalyptic response, one that denied that linear movement could represent time in a meaningful way, and that the only possible response to narrative as totalizing, was a complete rejection of film’s basic premise – moving images.
The basic premise of Primer is far more mainstream and typical – we have a narrative structure, suspense increases and we can locate the narrative climax at the end of the film. Rather than outright rejecting narrative as totalizing, Primer envelops us as spectators into a narrative formation, but pulls the blanket from under our feet, so to speak. As the narrative fragments into many different versions, we are faced with the fact that narrative construction is done on our part, not something the film itself enacts. We are trapped and cheated, in a sense, by the seemingly innocuous nature of the story, into believing that this is similar to what we know.
We are cheated, to use Frank Kermode’s argument, of turning chronos into kairos (Kermode, 2000) – there is no sense of meaning which can be fully established at the end of Primer. While this intense fragmentation and resistance against meaning can in itself be seen as totalizing, it seems to me that Primer is much more in the vein of La Jetee and trying to create a different sense of narrative formation. Rather than rejecting narrative conventions by making a film of still image, Primer lures the spectator into a dead-end labyrinth narrative.
This strategy works so well in Primer precisely because it is so disturbingly familiar; while not exactly apocalyptic in visual imagery, there is a sense of a wasteland of the contemporary times, with the ever-present arid scenes of the suburban landscape, deserted motels, desert highways and the loneliness of empty cubicles – in other words, the daily existence of many people. The senselessness of trying to generate meaning from this landscape seems to be the main argument that informs the film.
The spatialization of time that takes place, makes the spaces as empty of meaning as time itself. We only encounter places of work, no real sense of family or life is present, and the color tone of the film is completely bleached, turning many of the images into something that resembles dream more than reality. To speak in apocalyptic terms, then, is to argue that the apocalypse is not just around the corner, but instead that it has already happened but was never the revelatory event it was meant to be, but a slow fizzle – no narrative climax in an apocalyptic spectacle. The film denies us the pathos of a proper apocalypse, just as it denies us a meaningful, coherent narrative.
There is no nostalgia in the film, no desire to find a way back to a time when things were better or more fulfilling. Primer seems to elude that way of thinking – the time machine is used in the most banal way: to get more money. This is hardly Isaac Asimov’s End of Eternity, where wrongs committed are set right again. The attempt at stopping a murder fails miserably and only causes more death. There is no hope to be garnered from the time machine, no salvation, only paranoia.
As spectators, we are also placed in this position of paranoia, worried that all the fragments we see might fit together in different ways, that there are clues we have missed. What is most troubling, is that the film seems to have no real end. While the text obviously has an end, we remain within the loop of the film’s story, trying to figure out where the different pieces fit together and how. The film becomes a puzzle, one that plays up the paradoxes that creep in, while never openly acknowledging them. There are never any direct references to the narrative holes and loops, but they still constantly unsettle our viewing. This is really the paradox which Primer enacts: how do we understand the film, when so many things are left out of view and never stated? As even the things we do see are constantly being revised, the story is never stable. Primer thus rejects typical narrative construction, but does not offer an alternative, as this could in itself be seen as a control which the film denies. There is no final meaning to the film, just as there is no final way of seeing it. It must remain and be understood as a fragment, not a total story.
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